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Abstract

Much of systems neuroscience posits that emergent neural phenomena underpin important

aspects of brain function. Studies in the field variously emphasize the importance of distinct

emergent phenomena, including weakly stable dynamics, arrhythmic 1/f activity, long-range

temporal correlations, and scale-free avalanche statistics. Few studies, however, have sought5

to reconcile these often abstract phenomena with interpretable properties of neural activity.

Here, we developed a method to efficiently and unbiasedly generate model data constrained by

interpretable empirical features in long neurophysiological recordings. We used this method

to ground several major emergent neural phenomena to time-resolved smoothness, the corre-

lation of distributed brain activity between adjacent timepoints. We first found that in elec-10

trocorticography recordings, time-resolved smoothness closely tracked transitions between

conscious and anesthetized states. We then showed that a minimal model constrained by time-

resolved smoothness, variance, and mean, captured dynamical and statistical emergent neural

phenomena across modalities and species. Our results thus decouple major emergent neural

phenomena from network mechanisms of brain function, and instead couple these phenomena15

to spatially nonspecific, time-resolved changes of brain activity. These results anchor several

theoretical frameworks to a single interpretable property of the neurophysiological signal and,

in this way, ultimately help bridge abstract theories of brain function with observed properties

of brain activity.
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Introduction20

Coordinated neuronal interactions give rise to intricate patterns of distributed brain activity.

Much of systems neuroscience seeks to understand the spatiotemporal structure of these pat-

terns. Studies often seek to explain this structure in terms of emergent neural phenomena,

spatiotemporal patterns of brain activity that reflect complex interactions of individual neu-

rons or brain regions. Many of these phenomena are situated within longstanding theoretical25

frameworks [1–4].

One such framework centers on the study of dynamical phenomena [3, 5, 6]. Dynami-

cal phenomena show up as trajectories in phase-space embeddings of neuronal [7, 8] or re-

gional [9] recordings. These embeddings provide a convenient geometric representation of

distributed brain activity [10]. Moreover, the smoothness of dynamical trajectories can endow30

dynamical activity with robustness to high-dimensional noise [11].

Another framework centers on the study of scale-free statistical phenomena. Scale-free

phenomena lack typical sizes, durations, or frequencies [2, 12, 13] and show up as heavy-

tailed functions or distributions that resemble straight lines on log-log plots [14]. One example

is the arrhythmic 1/f activity of local field potentials [15, 16]. Another is the heavy-tailed35

distributions of sizes and durations of synchronous bursts or avalanches of neurons [17–19]

and brain regions [20, 21]. Scale-free phenomena associate with long-range temporal corre-

lations of neural activity [22] and imply theoretically appealing function, including efficient

representation of sensory input [12, 23].

A third framework, the theory of neural criticality, lies at the intersection of the first two,40

and seeks to explain both dynamical and statistical emergent phenomena. This framework

proposes that neural dynamics critically balance on the border of stable and unstable states

[24, 25]. Critical dynamics show highly varying responses to perturbations [26] and give rise

to scale-free power spectra, scale-free avalanche statistics and long-range temporal correla-

tions [27, 28]. Criticality has many theoretically appealing properties, including optimized45

detection [29, 30] and transformation [17, 31] of sensory input.

Collectively, these theoretical frameworks underpin a translational literature that seeks to

explain the nature of brain function [2, 3] and dysfunction [32, 33]. Studies within this litera-
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ture tend to associate healthy brain activity with optimally structured emergent phenomena,

including low-dimensional dynamics [34], scale-free statistics [35], and neural criticality50

[36]. Similarly, they tend to associate deviations from this optimality with clinically relevant

changes in brain activity, including disrupted neuronal excitability [37], loss of consciousness

[38], and seizures [39].

However, despite this large and growing body of existing literature, the function and im-

portance of many emergent neural phenomena remains contested or controversial [28, 40, 41].55

For example, there is a lack of experimental evidence that reconciles weakly stable dynamics

and scale-free statistics with stable and scale-specific circuit mechanisms of cognition or be-

havior [42, 43]. In contrast, most support for these and other emergent phenomena comes in

three main forms. First, many studies confirm these phenomena against weak null models, typ-

ically generated with naive shuffling of empirical data. Such tests do not generally constitute60

strong evidence of function or importance [14, 40]. Second, many studies report correlations

between emergent phenomena and aspects of brain function [15, 17, 38]. These studies are

interesting but often do not fully account for confounding explanations. Third, many studies

explain the origin or nature of emergent phenomena in computational models [44–47]. These

studies, while also interesting, often require additional generative assumptions that can be65

difficult to validate. Collectively, the combined presence of strong claims about the nature or

importance of emergent neural phenomena, and the absence of similarly strong supporting

evidence for these claims, has resulted in an extensive literature of intriguing but inconclusive

findings.

Here, we make major steps to resolve this impasse by advancing the approach of surrogate70

data. This approach evaluates phenomena of interest in model datasets constrained by prede-

fined empirical features, and is increasingly adopted to evaluate features of brain network or

population activity [48, 49]. The approach has several important strengths. First, in contrast

to tests against weak null models, it admits strong competing explanations. Second, in con-

trast to correlational studies, it closely controls for confounds by a priori constraining only a75

predefined set of features. Finally, in contrast to computational modeling studies, it makes no

mechanistic assumptions, beyond assuming the importance of constrained features.
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In contrast to these strengths, computational cost is a major weakness of this approach.

More specifically, the generation of highly constrained model data in large recordings can

often be prohibitively slow. Here, we overcame this problem by developing a fast and unbiased80

method for generating model data with a range of interpretable empirical features. In long

neurophysiological recordings of distributed brain activity, our method outperforms standard

constrained randomization (shuffling) methods by orders of magnitude. This method allowed

us to rigorously evaluate emergent neural phenomena in recordings with hundreds of thou-

sands, and in some cases millions, of timepoints across species and modalities.85

We used this method to ground several major dynamical and statistical neural phenom-

ena to time-resolved smoothness, the correlation between patterns of distributed activity at

adjacent timepoints. First, we found that in electrocorticography recordings, time-resolved

smoothness reliably tracked brain-state changes across consciousness and anesthesia. Sec-

ond, we went beyond correlations to show that a minimal model informed by time-resolved90

smoothness, variance, and mean, captured major dynamical and statistical emergent neural

phenomena across species and modalities. Finally, we showed that five alternative models of

the neurophysiological signal, including models with many more constraints, could not explain

emergent phenomena to the same extent. Collectively, our results anchor several disparately

studied emergent neural phenomena to a single and interpretable property of the neurophysio-95

logical signal. We conclude with a discussion of ways by which these results bridge theoretical

frameworks with empirical observations.

Results

Summary of datasets

Table 1 summarizes the properties of all our studied datasets. We focused our analysis and100

modeling on recordings with intracranial EEG modalities, namely stereotactic EEG and elec-

troencephalography. Intracranial EEG recordings are optimally suited for the study of emer-

gent phenomena by their combination of millimeter-scale spatial resolution, millisecond-scale

temporal resolution, and distributed cortical coverage [54]. In practice, we analyzed and mod-
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Table 1: Summary of analyzed and modeled datasets

Species, experiment Modality Nodes
Tested emergent phenomena,

sampling rate

Datasets

(nodes×timepoints)

Macaque monkey,

anesthesia [50]
Electrocorticography

Grid electrodes

covering a cortical

hemisphere.

Dynamical phenomena, 1000Hz.

NB: We followed previous work

that established this sampling rate

as a lower bound for detection

of weakly stable dynamics in

empirical data [38].

128×(3.59 million)

128×(3.68 million)

128×(3.69 million)

128×(3.71 million)

Macaque monkey,

resting state [50]
Electrocorticography Statistical phenomena, 250Hz.

NB: All our results were robust

to analysis and modeling of data

at 1000Hz, but this higher

sampling rate incurred

unnecessary computational cost.

128×(225 thousand)

128×(225 thousand)

128×(225 thousand)

128×(225 thousand)

Humans, working

memory task [51]
Electrocorticography

Grid electrodes in

parts of frontal and

temporal cortex.

84×(225 thousand)

110×(191 thousand)

106×(210 thousand)

126×(204 thousand)

Humans,

resting-state [52]
Stereotactic EEG

Implanted electrodes

in cortical regions.

148×(225 thousand)

157×(225 thousand)

166×(225 thousand)

186×(225 thousand)

Zebrafish, fictive

swimming [53]

Light-sheet calcium

imaging

Neurons distributed

over the whole brain.

Some statistical phenomena, 3Hz.

NB: We followed previous work

to adopt a modified avalanche

detection procedure most suitable

for analysis of brain-wide light-

sheet calcium imaging data [37].

(110 thousand)×7100

(117 thousand)×5200
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eled datasets that comprised hundreds of thousands, and in some cases millions, of timepoints105

recorded from around 100 implanted (stereotactic EEG) or grid (electrocorticography) cortical

electrodes. In addition to these recordings, we also followed the recent literature to evaluate

critical emergent phenomena in light-sheet calcium imaging of fictively swimming zebrafish

[37]. The spatiotemporal resolution of light-sheet calcium imaging data provides a unique

opportunity to model brain-wide activity with cellular resolution [55]. Nonetheless, the large110

number of neurons, the small number of timepoints, and the low temporal resolution of these

data presented unique challenges in modeling these data, as we discuss below.

Time-resolved smoothness tracks conscious states

We defined time-resolved smoothness as corr(vi,vi+lag), where corr denotes the Pearson cor-

relation coefficient, vi denotes a vector of neuronal or regional activity at time i, and lag de-115

notes an integer number of timepoints. Figure 1a-d shows the distribution of this quantity for

immediately adjacent timepoints (lag = 1), grouped separately for each species and modality.

The figure shows that time-resolved smoothness was unimodally distributed close to its maxi-

mal value of 1, reflecting gradual changes in distributed brain activity over time. The medians

[95% uncertainty intervals] of this quantity were similar for all intracranial EEG modalities.120

They were 0.985 [0.953, 0.998] for human stereotactic EEG; 0.985 [0.936, 0.996] for human

electrocorticography; 0.964 [0.875, 0.994] for macaque electrocorticography resting-state

(sampled at 250Hz), and 0.988 [0.957, 0.996] for macaque anesthesia (sampled at 1000Hz).

The values were somewhat lower, 0.930 [0.845, 0.958], for zebrafish calcium imaging (sam-

pled at 3Hz). Extended Data Figures 1-4 show the relationship of time-resolved smoothness125

and basic properties of the neurophysiological signal.

We adopted the approach of surrogate data to evaluate six empirically constrained models

of dynamical and statistical emergent phenomena. The principles of this approach are sim-

ple. First, we defined, separately for each model, a set of empirical features, such as time-

resolved smoothness or the regional power spectrum. Second, we generated ensembles of130

model datasets that matched the values of these features, but that were otherwise maximally
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Figure 1: (a-d). Histograms of time-resolved smoothness pooled across all recordings,

separately for each species and modality. Note the logarithmic x-axes. Extended Data

Figures 1-4 show the relationship of time-resolved smoothness to other basic properties of

the neurophysiological signal for individual modalities. (e-j) Properties of (e) smoothness,

(f) varmean, (g) mean, (h) power spectrum, (i) shuffled frames, and (j) varmean clusters

model data of a single representative recording (human stereotactic EEG). Scatter plots show

the correspondence between empirical and model time-resolved smoothness. By definition,

this correspondence is exact for smoothness model data. Matrices show all-pairwise node

correlations. By definition, these matrices match empirical correlations exactly for power-

spectrum and shuffled-frames model data. Abbreviations: SEEG, stereotactic EEG; ECoG,

electrocorticography; Ca, calcium imaging.
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random. Third, we evaluated the presence of dynamical and statistical emergent phenomena in

empirical and model datasets.

The approach of surrogate data can be prohibitively slow for nontrivial constraints in large

datasets. Here, we used insights from linear algebra to develop an unbiased and efficient nullspace135

sampling method for generating model timeseries with a range of interpretable constraints.

The Methods section describes our method in considerable detail. We adopted this method,

alongside more standard phase and frame randomization methods [17, 56], to define six com-

peting models of the neurophysiological signal. For convenience, we refer to each model using

an italicized shorthand. Below, we summarize the properties of each model. We also list the140

number of model constraints in terms of the number of nodes n, the number of timepoints t,

and the percentage of total data elements.

Model data generated using the nullspace sampling method

1. smoothness: 3t (∼%3) constraints. Model data constrained by lag = 1 smoothness,

variance, and mean of distributed activity at each timepoint. This was the only model145

that recapitulated all our considered dynamical and statistical neural emergent phenom-

ena across datasets. A modified version of this model with 12t (∼%0.01) constraints

was used to model zebrafish calcium imaging data, as discussed below.

2. varmean: 2t (∼%2) constraints. Model data constrained by the variance and mean of

distributed activity at each timepoint. This model allowed us to isolate the contribution150

of time-resolved smoothness relative to more basic properties of the neurophysiological

signal.

3. mean: t (∼%1) constraints. Model data constrained by the mean of distributed activity

at each timepoint. This model represents a commonly used weak null model of the

neurophysiological signal.155

4. varmean clusters: approximately t (∼%1) constraints. Model data constrained by the

variance and mean of distributed activity within spatiotemporal clusters. This model

denotes a basic low-dimensional representation of the data. A modified version of this
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model with 8t (∼%0.008) constraints was used to model zebrafish calcium imaging

data, as discussed below.160

Model data generated using phase or frame randomization methods

5. power spectrum: more than 1
2
nt (%50) constraints. Model data constrained by the power

spectrum of each node, and by all-pairwise node cross-correlations. This highly con-

strained model is often used to evaluate the presence of dynamic correlations in the

neuroimaging literature [57]. We found that, in spite of its many constraints, this model165

did not recapitulate all evaluated emergent phenomena across datasets.

6. shuffled frames: more than nt (%100) constraints. Model data constrained by shuffling

of individual time frames. This model preserves the exact distributed activity of each

timepoint, as well as all-pairwise node correlations.

Figure 1e-j illustrates the extent with which these models captured empirical time-resolved170

smoothness, as well as all-pairwise node correlations, in a representative recording. This fig-

ure allows us to make two important observations. First, it shows that smoothness model data

(Figure 1e) does not capture node correlations, in contrast to power-spectrum and shuffled-

frames model data (Figure 1h-i). Pairwise node correlations reflect, indirectly, mechanis-

tic network interactions that underpin cognition and behavior [58]. Second, it shows that no175

model data, apart from smoothness model data, captured empirical time-resolved smoothness.

These observations imply that time-resolved smoothness reflects spatially nonspecific changes

of brain activity, and that these changes are distinct from spatially specific network mecha-

nisms.

To further interpret these changes, we examined the dynamics of time-resolved smooth-180

ness in four electrocorticography recordings of macaque monkeys across consciousness and

propofol anesthesia [59]. Previous work has shown that emergent properties of brain activity,

including slope of the 1/f power spectrum [60–62], as well as dynamical stability [38, 63],

separated consciousness and anesthesia in these recordings. Figure 2a-d shows that time-

resolved smoothness, a simpler and decidedly non scale-free property (Figure 1a-d) likewise185

robustly tracked changes in consciousness across all four recordings. The median [95% uncer-
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Figure 2: Changes in time-resolved smoothness track changes between consciousness and

propofol anesthesia across two electrocorticography recordings of two monkeys (a-d). (Left)

Light blue intervals denote a one-minute interval immediately prior to injection of propofol.

Dark blue intervals denote one-minute periods immediately following onset of anesthesia

based on video observation. (Right) Violin plots of time-resolved smoothness densities within

shaded light-blue and dark-blue periods.
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tainty interval] time-resolved smoothness pooled over the four recordings was 0.987 [0.978,

0.992] in the one-minute interval preceding injection of propofol, and 0.939 [0.788, 0.976] in

the one-minute interval immediately following the onset of anesthesia based on video obser-

vation [38] (p < 10−10, Wilcoxon rank sum test). Indeed, this metric dropped to even lower190

values at the peak effect time of propofol, roughly two minutes after injection [64]. Finally,

the smaller relative drop of time-resolved smoothness in macaque 2 (Figure 2c-d) matched

previous observations that this monkey was not fully anesthetized [63]. Collectively, these

results show that time-resolved smoothness can robustly track gross changes in brain activity

across conscious states.195

Time-resolved smoothness is sufficient to explain emergent dynamics

An important advantage of our approach is the ability to go beyond correlations and evaluate

the sufficiency of basic constraints to explain emergent phenomena. We first evaluated the

sufficiency of model data to explain dynamical stability, an emergent dynamical phenomenon

[5]. We followed previous work to estimate dynamical stability using the eigenvalue spectrum200

of a time-resolved vector autoregressive model [24, 38, 65], a locally linear approximation

of distributed brain activity. Theory predicts that interesting, weakly stable dynamics have

largest eigenvalues with magnitudes that approach 1. Conversely, less interesting, strongly

stable dynamics have largest eigenvalues with smaller magnitudes. Previous stability analyses

of monkey electrocorticography recordings found that consciousness associates with weakly205

stable dynamics, and propofol anesthesia associates with strongly stable dynamics [38, 63, 66].

Figure 3a-c shows that the smoothness model, and no other evaluated models, reproduced

empirical changes in dynamical stability across consciousness and propofol anesthesia. We

quantified dynamical stability by the median magnitude of the 5% largest eigenvalues. Sta-

bility estimates pooled across four empirical recordings showed that this index had a median210

[95% uncertainty interval] of 0.995 [0.992, 0.998] during an interval of consciousness, and

0.985 [0.972, 0.993] during an interval of anesthesia (p < 10−10, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

Similarly, the stability of smoothness model data was 0.994 [0.992, 0.995] during conscious-

ness, and 0.986 [0.920, 0.994] during anesthesia (p < 10−10). In contrast, power-spectrum

12
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Figure 3: Time-resolved smoothness explains changes in dynamical stability across

consciousness and propofol anesthesia. (a) Fluctuations of time-resolved smoothness for

smoothness, power-spectrum and varmean model data in a representative electrocorticography

recording. (b) Dynamical stability index, the median value of the 5% largest eigenvalues, for

the same recording. Note the strong correlation of time-resolved smoothness with dynamical

stability. (c-d) Phase and magnitude of eigenvalues of a vector autoregressive model fit to

a single window from periods of consciousness and anesthesia (shaded intervals in panel

(b), equivalent to intervals in Figure 2). Note the drop of dynamical stability in anesthesia in

empirical data, as well as in smoothness model data. (e-f) Dynamical stability index across all

empirical and model data, pooled over all recordings and averaged over all windows denoting

periods of consciousness and anesthesia. Results on model data were derived from 50 samples

for each model of each dataset. Extended Data Figures 5-8 show individual results for all

empirical and model datasets.

model data showed weakly stable dynamics (0.997 [0.996, 0.999]) during consciousness but215

no change in stability (0.998 [0.996, 0.999]) during anesthesia (p = 0.243). All other model

data showed strongly stable dynamics across consciousness and anesthesia (Figure 3e-f, Ex-

tended Data Figures 5-8).

Time-resolved smoothness is sufficient to explain scale-free statistics

We next evaluated the extent with which model data accounted for scale-free statistical phe-220

nomena. We considered two commonly studied signatures of these phenomena: 1/f power-

frequency relationships and long-range temporal correlations. 1/f denotes the decay of spec-

tral power as a function of frequency. This scale-free, or arrhythmic, power-frequency rela-

tionship is distinct from neuronal oscillations, which represent narrow peaks in frequency

spectra. This relationship is typically represented by the slope of the 1/f power spectrum.225

Figure 4a-c, and Extended Data Figures 9-19, show that, inline with previous observa-

tions [15, 35, 67], we found robust 1/f scaling of spectral power in a broad 1 to 80Hz fre-

quency range. Specifically, we found that empirical data across all intracranial EEG recordings

showed a mean [95% uncertainty interval] exponent values of 2.834 [1.827, 3.989]. Notably,

smoothness model data likewise showed prominent 1/f scaling with exponents 2.071 [1.869,230

2.639] across all intracranial EEG recordings. The value of these exponents was necessarily

more uniform because the model is spatially agnostic by definition. Nevertheless, these values

14



Figure 4: See caption on next page.
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Figure 4: Time-resolved smoothness explains empirical 1/f scaling and long-range temporal

correlations. (a-c) Top two panels show 1/f scaling of spectral power as a function of

frequency for two channels of representative intracranial EEG recordings. Insets show violin

plots of 1/f slope exponents benchmarked against empirical exponents (solid black lines).

Bottom panels show violin plots of exponents pooled across all channels and all empirical

and model datasets. n.a. denotes lack of power-law fit. (d-e) Top panels show scaling of

time-resolved amplitude as a function of window for two representative channels. Insets show

violin plots of scaling exponents, benchmarked against empirical exponents (solid black lines).

Bottom panels show violin plots of all exponents pooled across all channels and all empirical

and model datasets. Results on model data were derived from 50 samples for each model of

each dataset. Extended Data Figures 9-19 show individual results for all empirical and model

datasets. Abbreviations: SEEG, stereotactic EEG; ECoG, electrocorticography; Ca, calcium

imaging.

were inline with empirical values (p = 0.170 that any model exponent was at least equal to any

empirical exponent). Notably, no model data, with the trivial exception of the power-spectrum

model data, showed 1/f scaling.235

We next considered long-range temporal correlations, emergent phenomena that track the

statistical self-similarity of long timeseries. Typically, these correlations are defined by the

scaling exponent of mean fluctuations in the amplitude envelope in alpha or beta frequency

bands, using detrended fluctuation analysis, a method especially applicable to nonstationary

timeseries [68]. The scaling exponent between window sizes and mean fluctuations indexes240

the presence of statistical self-similarity. Values of this exponent considerably larger than 0.5

denote interesting, self-similar (fractal-like) structure. In contrast, values close to 0.5 denote

less interesting, random (white-noise-like) structure [22].

Figure 4d-f, and Extended Data Figures 9-19, show robust power-law scaling for mean

fluctuations in amplitude for all empirical datasets in the alpha frequency band (results were245

similar for the beta frequency band, not shown). The scaling exponents for empirical datasets

were within the range previously reported in literature. Specifically, we found that empirical

recordings across all intracranial EEG modalities showed a median [95% uncertainty interval]

exponent values of 0.687 [0.599, 0.868]. Smoothness model data showed similar exponents

across all intracranial EEG recordings (0.666 [0.594, 0.800], p = 0.409). In contrast, power-250

spectrum model data showed exponents that were considerably closer to white-noise values

(0.576 [0.543, 0.646]), and that significantly deviated from values of empirical exponents (p =

16



0.048). Collectively, these findings indicate that only the smoothness model data exhibited

both 1/f scaling and long-range temporal correlations across datasets.

Time-resolved smoothness is sufficient to explain avalanche statistics255

Neural avalanches are transient periods of coordinated activity between groups of neurons or

brain regions. The study of avalanche dynamics plays a prominent role in the theory of neural

criticality. One commonly studied phenomenon in this literature is the power-law scaling of

avalanche size and duration distributions. Nonetheless, studies have also emphasized that

this scaling may not be strongly indicative of critical dynamics [69], and recent work has260

focused on more specific signatures of criticality, including power-law relationships between

size and duration exponents [70], as well as shape collapse, a universal scaling relationship of

avalanche phase with activity [37, 70, 71]. Shape collapse, in particular, is a strict criterion of

neural criticality, obtained through averaging hundreds or thousands of individual avalanches.

Theory predicts that at criticality, collapsed temporal profiles of avalanches will converge to a265

universal shape independent of avalanche duration [28, 70, 71].

We first evaluated the presence of avalanche phenomena in all intracranial EEG datasets.

Figure 5, and Extended Data Figures 20-30, show robust signatures of power-law scaling for

avalanche sizes, durations, and size-duration relationships. Specifically, across all intracranial

EEG datasets, avalanche sizes decayed with a median [95% uncertainty interval] power-law270

exponents of 1.340 [1.221, 1.486]. Correspondingly, avalanche durations decayed with an

exponent of 1.355 [1.043, 1.585]. Finally, avalanche sizes scaled as a function of avalanche

durations with exponents of 1.539 [1.237, 1.960]. Smoothness model data largely recapitulated

these signatures with exponents of 1.285 [1.150, 1.430] (p = 0.260) for avalanche sizes, 1.280

[1.000, 1.520] (p = 0.384) for avalanche durations, and 1.584 [1.444, 1.906] (p = 0.606)275

for scaling of size as a function of duration. In contrast, all other model data, except power-

spectrum model data, had a considerable number of exponents that significantly deviated from

empirical values (Figure 5).

Figure 6, and Extended Data Figures 20-30, show that empirical data exhibited avalanche

shape collapses indicative of universal scaling. Notably, smoothness, power-spectrum, and280
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Figure 5: See caption on next page.
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Figure 5: Time-resolved smoothness explains avalanche statistics. (a-d) Avalanche size

probability distributions. (e-h) Avalanche duration probability distributions. (i-l) Scaling

of avalanche size and duration exponents. Inset violin plots show normalized distributions of

model exponents, benchmarked against empirical exponents (solid black lines). Bottom panels

show violin plots of all empirical and model exponents pooled across all empirical and model

datasets. Results on model data were derived from 50 samples for each model of each dataset.

Extended Data Figures 20-32 show individual results for all empirical and model datasets.

Abbreviations: SEEG, stereotactic EEG; ECoG, electrocorticography; Ca, calcium imaging.

varmean model data all had similar shape collapses. The mean avalanche temporal profiles in

these model data all peaked at similar times. Indeed, the variance between rescaled avalanche

shapes had a median [95% uncertainty interval] of 0.098 [0.037, 0.299] for empirical data,

0.088 [0.043, 0.349] (p = 0.507) for smoothness model data, 0.080 [0.043 0.204] (p = 0.558)

for power-spectrum model data, and 0.120 [0.055, 0.419] (p = 0.383) for varmean model285

data. All other models lacked universal shape collapses. These results imply that basic time-

resolved constraints are sufficient to generate data that pass stringent tests of criticality.

Time-resolved smoothness of brain-wide calcium imaging data

Finally, we sought to evaluate emergent phenomena in calcium imaging recordings of fictively

swimming zebrafish. These data provide an unmatched spatiotemporal resolution of brain-290

wide cellular activity [55]. At the same time, the distinct nature of these data present several

methodological challenges (Table 1). Specifically, in contrast to intracranial EEG recordings,

brain-wide calcium imaging recordings were imaged at a relatively low frequency (about

3Hz), had many more nodes (about 100 thousand neurons), and many fewer timepoints (about

6 thousand). The low sampling rate limited our evaluation to critical emergent phenomena,295

inline with recent work [37]. The large number of nodes imposed memory requirements which

precluded the use of nullspace sampling and required the adoption of memory efficient but

slow constrained randomization methods [48, 49]. Moreover, low-frequency imaging resulted

in considerably lower values of time-resolved smoothness (Figure 1d). We compensated for

this drop in smoothness by constraining time-resolved smoothness between a single frame300

and its four adjacent neighbors. Similarly, the distinct dimensionality of these data resulted in

varmean-clusters models that had substantially more constraints. Finally, standard avalanche-
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Figure 6: Model data constrained by time-resolved features pass stringent tests of criticality.

(a-d) Shape collapses: scaling of mean temporal profiles with avalanche activity. Bottom

panels show violin plots of all empirical and model variance between avalanche scaling

profiles (lower is better). Results on model data were derived from 50 samples for each model

of each dataset. Extended Data Figures 20-32 show individual results for all empirical and

model datasets. Abbreviations: SEEG, stereotactic EEG; ECoG, electrocorticography; Ca,

calcium imaging.
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detection methods in these data result in a trivial detection of a single never-ending brain-wide

avalanche. We compensated for this problem by adopting a spatially contiguous definition of

avalanches [37], which in turn penalizes spatially agnostic models, such as the smoothness305

model.

These caveats aside, our modeling results on these datasets were generally inline with

results on intracranial EEG data. Figure 6, and Extended Data Figures 31-32 show that empir-

ical calcium-imaging avalanche sizes decayed as power laws with exponents 2.110 and 2.000,

avalanche durations decayed as power laws with exponents 2.710 and 2.600, and avalanche310

sizes scaled as a function of durations with power-law exponents of 1.717 and 1.667. Smooth-

ness model data had similar median [95% uncertainty interval] values of these exponents.

Specifically, it had avalanche size exponents of 2.105 [1.999, 2.220], duration exponents of

2.445 [2.160, 2.720], and size-duration scaling exponents of 1.523 [1.374, 2.038] (we do not

report p values because we only have two observations of empirical exponents). The expo-315

nents of most other models deviated to a larger extent from those values, while shape collapse

results were largely inline with those observed on intracranial EEG datasets (see Figure 6, and

Extended Data Figures 31-32 for a summary of all results).

Discussion

We developed a scalable method to generate model data constrained by interpretable empir-320

ical properties in large neurophysiological recordings. We used this method to evaluate the

extent with which empirical constraints explained major statistical and dynamical emergent

phenomena across species and modalities. Our results showed that a simple model constrained

by empirical time-resolved smoothness, variance, and mean, recapitulated all evaluated emer-

gent phenomena across modalities and species. This model outperformed all other evaluated325

models, including a model constrained by power spectra and cross-correlation structure.

The nature of time-resolved smoothness offers two strong clues to the nature of our evalu-

ated emergent neural phenomena. First, we know that time-resolved smoothness is agnostic

to properties of individual nodes, and therefore cannot, by definition, capture mechanistic

network interactions. Put another way, knowledge of time-resolved smoothness tells us little330
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about ways by which specific network interactions give rise to cognition and behavior. On

the other hand, time-resolved smoothness robustly tracks spatially non-specific changes in

distributed activity. It follows that the sufficiency of this property to explain emergent neural

phenomena implies that such emergent phenomena likely do not capture functional mecha-

nisms, but instead may reflect spatially non-specific modulation of these mechanisms [72, 73].335

Our results offer to unify, simplify, and reinterpret theoretical frameworks in systems neu-

roscience in several ways. First, these results offer a roadmap for future neurobiological ex-

planations of emergent phenomena, through discovery of molecular, cellular or circuit mecha-

nisms that underpin time-resolved smoothness. Prime candidates for such mechanisms include

slow neuromodulation of cortical excitability and arousal by widely projecting subcortical340

systems [74–76]. Second, our results allow to reinterpret the notion of cortical timescales

[77–80]. Specifically, we propose that these timescales may primarily reflect regional contri-

butions to time-resolved smoothness of distributed activity. In turn, this intuitive interpretation

naturally de-emphasizes the need to explain the functional significance of scale-free structure

of regional activity. Third, our results can substantially simplify the large translational liter-345

ature centered on emergent phenomena [32, 33]. Much of this literature focuses on changes

in diverse phenomena across clinical states [37–39]. Our findings show that a single marker

of brain activity can replace, and may serve as a final common pathway, for many often dis-

parate signatures of emergent activity. In this way, these findings promise to reduce redundant

explanations and accelerate translational progress.350

Finally, we emphasize that our study was ultimately made possible by an unbiased and

efficient method of surrogate data. As neuroscientists generate increasingly bigger datasets,

it becomes increasingly important to extract insights from these data with scalable and inter-

pretable methods [48, 49]. We hope that future adoption of our sampling method will help

with this endeavor and thus enable more unified and cohesive investigations of distributed355

brain activity.
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Methods

Generation of empirically constrained model data

Definition of time-resolved smoothness

We defined time-resolved smoothness as,

smoothnessi,lag =

∑n

j=1(v
j
i − v̄i)(v

j
i+lag − v̄i+lag)

√

∑n

j=1(v
j
i − v̄i)

∑n

j=1(v
j
i+lag − v̄i+lag)

.

where v
j
i denotes the activity of node j at time i, v̄i denotes the mean activity of all nodes at360

time i, and lag is an integer.

It is easy to show that average time-resolved smoothness is related to average node auto-

correlation as follows,













time-resolved smoothness

averaged over all timepoints













≈













node autocorrelation

averaged over all nodes













(1)

This equivalence holds because both quantities in equation 1 represent averaged dot products,

normalized either over the activity of all nodes at a single timepoint (time-resolved smooth-

ness), or over the activity of a single node at all timepoints (node autocorrelation). At the same

time, the non-averaged versions of these quantities are incommensurate because time-resolved365

smoothness is defined for each timepoint, while autocorrelation is defined for each node.

General formulation of nullspace sampling

Our sampling method expresses empirical features of interest as sets of linear equations. For-

mally, let us define v ∈ Rn×t to be the empirical timeseries of n nodes and t timepoints. Let

us also define vec(·) to be a vectorization or flattening operator, such that vec(v) ∈ Rnt×1.370

Let us now consider m features of interest, define b ∈ Rm×1 to be the empirical values

of these features, and define A ∈ Rm×nt to represent the coefficient matrix for these features.
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Formally we can write,

A vec(v) = b, (2)

Without loss of generality, let us assume that the empirical features of interest are linearly

independent (and therefore that the matrix A is full rank). Since the number of these features

will, in most cases, be much smaller than the number of data elements (m ≪ nt), we end up

with an underdetermined set of linear equations. It follows that we can generate model data by

unbiasedly sampling from the solution space of this set.375

Linear algebra tells us that this solution space is spanned by orthogonal unit vectors that

form the nullspace of the coefficient matrix A [81]. Let us define Z ∈ Rnt×(nt−m) as this

nullspace, such that AZ = 0. We can then express the solution space as,

vec(x) = vec(x0) + kZq (3)

where x0 denotes the minimum-norm solution, k is a scaling constant and q ∈ R(nt−m)×1

is a uniformly sampled random weighting vector. Geometrically, each row in A represents

an unbounded hyperplane in nt dimensions and the solution space is an nt − m vector space

formed by the intersection of these hyperplanes.

We regularized the space of these solutions by constraining the Frobenius norm of all380

model timeseries to empirical values. We did this by first setting the norm of q to 1. Uni-

formly sampling q with |q| = 1 is equivalent to sampling from the surface of the nt − m

dimensional hypersphere of radius 1 and centered at the origin. This sampling can be achieved

by generating vectors from the nt − m dimensional standard normal distribution and rescal-

ing the vectors to have unit norm. This procedure guarantees to produce random samples385

uniformly distributed on the surface of the hypersphere [82]. We then used the scaling pa-

rameter k to rescale the norm to match the empirical timeseries. To determine the value of k,

we note that vec(x0) = A†b where ·† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. From the

standard theorem of algebra, we know that vec(x0) is always orthogonal to Z. Because the
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two additive components in equation 3 are orthogonal, we can use Pythagoras theorem to set390

k =
√

|v|2 − |x0|
2

and thereby ensure that the Frobenius norm of x equals the norm of v.

Once we set k and q, we can then directly sample datasets x. Because Z is an orthonormal

matrix, our sampling is guaranteed to be uniform as long as q is drawn from a multivariate

uniform distribution. We used standard MATLAB functions such as qr and svd to build or-

thonormal nullspaces. Once we compute the nullspace, it becomes trivial to sample q from395

a multivariate uniform distribution and generate model timeseries. Box 1 summarizes the

complete sequence of steps in the general formulation of nullspace sampling.

Box 1. Summary of nullspace sampling

1. Define empirical features through linear equations, A vec(v) = b.

2. Compute orthonormal nullspace matrix Z of the coefficient matrix A.

3. Compute the minimum-norm solution vec(x0).

4. Uniformly sample the weighting vector q and compute the scaling parameter k.

5. Generate model data using vec(x) = vec(x0) + kZq.

Sequential nullspace sampling with nonlinear constraints400

The general formulation of nullspace sampling admits only linear constraints, and produces

massive nullspace matrices of close to (nt)2 elements. This formulation is of limited use

for constraining time-resolved smoothness and other nonlinear constraints in large datasets.

Nonetheless, here we exploited the sequential definition of time-resolved smoothness to allow

nullspace sampling with nonlinear constraints in long neurophysiological recordings.405

We first expressed empirical timeseries v as a sequence of vectors v1,v2, . . .vt, where

vi ∈ Rn×1 denotes the activity of all nodes at time i. Likewise, we expressed model time-

series x ∈ Rn×t as a sequence of activity vectors x1,x2, . . .xt, with xi ∈ Rn×1. We then

defined correlations between adjacent timepoints as c1, c2, . . . ct−1, where ci = vi · vi+1 =

xi · xi+1 and · denotes the dot product.410
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This formulation allowed us to generate model timeseries with correlation constraints

sequentially, timepoint by timepoint. Specifically, at each timepoint i, we used model data xi

as the coefficient matrix to generate model data at timepoint i + 1. Without loss of generality,

we used the following algorithm to generate xi+1 with zero mean and unit standard deviation:

1. For i = 0, sample a random normally distributed vector x1 with zero mean and unit415

standard deviation.

2. For i = 1, 2 . . . t− 1, sample xi+1 by solving,

[xi,1]
⊤
xi+1 =













ci

0













(4)

|xi+1| = n− 1 (5)

where 1 denotes the all-ones vector. The structure of the coefficient matrix in equation 4 guar-

antees that xi+1 will always have zero mean, and together with equation 5 guarantees that the

vector will have unit standard deviation. Model vectors can then be simply rescaled to match

the mean and standard deviation of empirical data.420

In practice, this sequential generation of empirical data required nullspace matrices with

approximately n2 elements, and scaled linearly with the number of timepoints t. This ap-

proach was feasible for long intracranial EEG data (n ≈ 100), where it outperformed stan-

dard constrained randomization methods [48, 49] by orders of magnitude. On the other, the

approach was not feasible for brain-wide cellular calcium imaging datasets (n ≈ 105). For425

these data, we replaced nullspace sampling with memory-efficient but slow constrained ran-

domization methods.

Implementation of mean and variance constraints

In some cases (mean, varmean, and varmean-clusters models), we constrained model data

by empirical mean and variance, but not by smoothness. In such cases, we generated xi by
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solving

1⊤xi = 0 (6)

with |xi| = n− 1. (7)

To enforce these constraints within spatiotemporal clusters (varmean-clusters model), we

used k-means clustering to group n nodes into spatial clusters, and separately t timepoints430

into temporal clusters. For long neurophysiological recordings, we set spatial clusters to have

on average 5 nodes, and separately temporal clusters to have an average of 50 timepoints. To

prevent an excessive number of clusters in brain-wide cellular calcium imaging recordings, we

set spatial clusters in these datasets to have an average of 250 nodes, and temporal clusters to

have an average of 100 timepoints.435

To further optimize the efficiency of nullspace sampling, we derived an analytical expres-

sion for the nullspace Z ∈ Rn×(n−1) of the coefficient matrix A = 1⊤ in equation 6,

Z =
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b −a −a . . . −a
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−a −a . . . −a b





















































,

where a, b and c denote solutions to the following set of equations:

b− a(n− 2)− c = 0

c2 + a2(n− 2) + b2 − 1 = 0

c2 − 2ab+ (n− 3)a2 = 0
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One can directly verify that this solution is an orthonormal nullspace of the coefficient matrix

A = 1⊤, such that Z⊤Z = I and AZ = 0. In practice, this analytical formulation allowed us

to eschew the use of numerical computational methods for computing the nullspace of mean,

varmean, and varmean-clusters models.

Phase randomization440

We generated phase-randomized model data using a well-known algorithm from the physics

and neuroscience literature [56, 57]. Briefly, we first used the Fourier transform to compute

the phase and amplitude of each timeseries. We then rotated the phase of all nodes at each

frequency by a random complex variable eiφ with φ uniformly distributed in [−π, π]. Finally,

we obtained model timeseries by computing the inverse Fourier transform of these phase-445

randomized data. This method is guaranteed to generate maximally random data that preserve

nodal power spectra and full cross-correlation structure.

Details of data acquisition

Macaque electrocorticography (Neurotycho)

Data were collected at the Laboratory for Adaptive Intelligence, Brain Science Institute, RIKEN.450

Electrocorticography recordings were made from two male macaques before, during, and after

administration of propofol anesthesia. Grid electrodes were implanted on the frontal, parietal,

temporal, and occipital lobes. Additional experimental details for these data are provided in

previous studies [50, 59]. These data are publicly available from http://www.neurotycho.org.

Human electrocorticography455

Data were acquired at the University of California Irvine Hospital. Electrocorticography record-

ings were made from adult epileptic patients performing a visuospatial working memory task.

Grid electrodes were implanted in frontal and medial temporal lobes. Additional experimental

details for these the data are provided in a previous study [51]. These data are publicly avail-

able from http://www.crcns.org [83].460
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Human stereotactic EEG

Data were acquired at Vanderbilt University Medical Center. Stereotactic EEG recordings

were made from adult epilepsy patients, one day after lead implantation and before medication

wean. The patients were instructed to keep their eyes closed and remain awake for twenty min-

utes. Electrodes were implanted in cortical regions, depending on suspected seizure origin.465

Additional experimental details for these data are provided in a previous study [52].

Zebrafish calcium imaging

Data were acquired at Janelia Research Campus, Howard Hughes Medical Institute. Light-

sheet calcium imaging recordings were made from fictively swimming larval zebrafish embed-

ded in agarose. The fish swam against a fixed-velocity one-dimensional moving stripe pattern.470

The imaging spanned almost all brain neurons expressing a genetically encoded calcium in-

dicator (GCaMP6f). Additional experimental details for these data are provided in a previous

study [53].

Details of data preprocessing

Intracranical EEG475

Dynamical stability analyses were performed on recordings sampled at 1000Hz, in accor-

dance with previous work [38, 63]. All other analyses were performed on intracranial EEG

data downsampled to 250Hz. All our results were robust to analysis and modeling of data at

1000Hz, but this higher sampling rate incurred unnecessary computational cost.

All recordings were highpass filtered with a cutoff of 0.5Hz using the bandpassfilter480

function from Fieldtrip toolbox [84]. In addition, macaque electrocorticography data were

notch-filtered at 50Hz and 100Hz to remove line noise. Likewise, human stereotactic EEG and

electrocorticography data were notch-filtered at 60Hz and 120Hz to remove line noise.
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Calcium imaging

All images were motion corrected, and cells were segmented in contiguous and overlapping485

three-dimensional blocks, using non-negative matrix factorization with sparseness constraints.

The resulting demixed and denoised cell segmentations showed high signal-to-noise ratio rel-

ative to raw pixel timeseries. Additional details of segmentation were provided in a previous

study [53]. Our segmentation software is publicly available from https://github.com/mikarubi/vo-

luseg490

Details of data analysis

Dynamical stability analysis

We performed linearized dynamical stability analysis within temporally local time windows.

We first divided the timeseries v ∈ Rn×t, into non-overlapping windows of length ∆t =

500ms [38]. We then fitted a time-invariant vector autoregressive model, representing a linear

dynamical system, separately for each window vk ∈ Rn×∆t, where k is a vector of timepoints

within a window. The vector autoregressive model is defined as,

vk+1 = Akvk

For each window, we first estimated the system matrix Ak ∈ Rn×n using least squares [85],

and then computed its eigenvalues, zk ∈ Cn×1. These eigenvalues tracked the dynamical

stability of this system. Specifically, the presence of all eigenvalues strictly inside the complex495

unit circle (
∣

∣z
j
k

∣

∣ < 1, for j = 1, 2, . . . n) implies that the system is asymptotically stable,

such that external perturbations will decay exponentially. In contrast, the presence of some

eigenvalues outside the complex unit circle (
∣

∣z
j
k

∣

∣ > 1) implies that the system is unstable

and that external perturbations will grow exponentially. Finally, the presence of eigenvalues

on the complex unit circle (
∣

∣z
j
k

∣

∣ ≈ 1), implies that the system is weakly stable and external500

perturbations will produce diverse responses [38].
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Power spectral analysis

We used Welch’s method to characterize the power spectral density over a relatively large

frequency range between 1 and 80Hz. In brief, power spectra were computed for each channel

separately, using windowed timeseries convolved with Hanning windows of length 30 seconds505

and then averaged over all windows.

There has been significant recent progress in the development of methods for estimating

slopes of neural power spectra. Unlike earlier methods, such as coarse grained spectral analy-

sis [15], which were strictly applicable only to completely aperiodic signals [86], more recent

methods, such as IRASA [86] and Fitting Oscillations and One Over f (FOOOF) [16], are able510

to estimate both periodic and aperiodic signal components.

Here, we adopted FOOOF to estimate the spectral exponent of empirical and model time-

series. Formally the algorithm estimates,

P (f) =
10foffset

(f + fknee)e

where P is the power spectrum, f is the frequency of interest, e is the scaling exponent, foffset

is the offset frequency, and fknee is the knee frequency [16]. More details about the application

of this method to the study of neural spectra is provided in a recent study [87]. In this study,

we set the maximum number of peaks to 6, and the minimum peak height to 0.15.515

Long range temporal correlation analysis

Following initial preprossessing, we bandpass filtered the data in the alpha (8-12Hz) and beta

(20-30Hz) frequency bands, and applied the Hilbert transform to extract time-resolved am-

plitude at each electrode. We then used detrended fluctuation analysis to estimate amplitude

scaling coefficients from these time-resolved amplitude timeseries [68]. Detrended fluctuation

analysis is especially suitable for analysis of neurophysiological timeseries because it is unaf-

fected by nonstationary structure. In practice, given a timeseries yj ∈ R1×t, we first defined
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the cumulative sum Yj as follows,

Y
j
i =

t
∑

i=1

(

y
j
i − tȳj

)

.

where ȳj denotes the mean activity of node j. We then segmented the timeseries into non-

overlapping segments of varying lengths ∆t. We considered a broad range of temporal win-

dows, from 1 second to 3 minutes, in order to robustly capture scaling behavior across multi-

ple timescales.520

For each timescale ∆t, we computed F (∆t), the root-mean-square of the detrended cu-

mulative signal Yj within each segment, averaged over segments. Finally, we fitted a power

law of the form F (∆t) = h∆tα. The value of the exponent α denotes the presence or absence

of long-range temporal correlations. A value between 0.5 and 1.0 is indicative of long range

temporal correlations, while values close to 0.5 denote an uncorrelated process.525

Avalanche analysis

Avalanche detection in electrophysiological datasets. Inline with previous studies, we bina-

rized electrophysiological imaging datasets by setting to 1 deflections in local field potentials

that exceeded three standard deviations below the mean [65, 88, 89]. We then detected, at each

timepoint, bursts of temporally contiguous coordinated activity in these binarized timeseries.530

Specifically, a new avalanche is instantiated if at least one of the constituent elements becomes

active. The avalanche propagates until none of the constituent elements are active. The size of

an avalanche is defined by the number of active constituent elements, and the duration of an

avalanche is defined by the period of its activity.

Avalanche detection in calcium imaging datasets. Inline with previous studies, we bi-535

narized calcium imaging datasets by setting to 1 deflections in calcium concentration that

exceeded three standard deviations above the mean [37]. The standard method for avalanche

detection fails for brain-wide cellular resolution data because the large number of cells pro-

duce a single never-ending avalanche. Inline with recent work, we used a method to detect

spatially contiguous avalanches from binarized zebrafish calcium imaging timeseries [37].540

More specifically, we detected clusters of simultaneously active and spatially contiguous neu-
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rons. We used the MATLAB function bwconncomp to find these clusters. We then formed

neuronal avalanches by detecting clusters that shared cells at adjacent timepoints. In this way,

we followed the spatiotemporal structure of each avalanche as it started, propagated and ended.

Power law fitting to avalanche distributions. We assessed the presence of power-law scal-

ing in avalanche distributions, by adopting methods described in [14] and previously imple-

mented in [90]. Specifically, we denoted the probability density function of avalanche size as

p(s),

p(s) =
s−τ

ζ(τ, smin)− ζ(τ, smax + 1)

with a cumulative distribution function

P (s) =
ζ(τ, s)− ζ(τ, smax + 1)

ζ(τ, smin)− ζ(τ, smax + 1)

where s is avalanche size, τ is the scaling exponent, smin and smax are the lower and upper545

cut-off sizes and ζ(τ, s) =
∑∞

i=0(i + s)τ is the generalized Hurwitz zeta function. The

functions incorporate an upper cut-off smax because all empirical distributions are necessarily

bounded by system size [17]. We defined the probability distributions for avalanche durations

l in exactly the same way. We then estimated the exponents of avalanche sizes and durations

using the method of maximum likelihood, as previously described [14, 90].550

Exponent scaling and shape collapses. We quantified power-law exponents between mean

avalanche size for a given avalanche duration. We estimated the slope of this power law using

linear regression in log-log coordinates [70]. Finally, we quantified avalanche shape collapses

by averaging all avalanches of a given duration in a single recording. We rescaled collapsed

avalanche shapes to have unit area and avalanche durations to have length 1.555
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